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Application reference no:  FORMTEXT      
(Allocated by the EAP office after submission)


ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME


PRELIMINARY APPLICATION FORM






Please read carefully the Guidelines for Applicants, Notes on Completing the Application, and Award Conditions before completing and submitting an application.  

Please ensure you have familiarised yourself with the relevant Copying and Listing Guidelines as these will have implications for the resources you will require.



The application form must be completed in English and submitted as an email attachment to:


endangeredarchives@bl.uk



The application must be received by midnight GMT on 17th November 2017. Late or incomplete applications will not be considered. No material other than that specifically requested in the application must be sent. The formatting of this document should not be altered in any way and the form should be a maximum of 10 pages. A hard copy of the form does not need to be submitted.


Application reference no:      
(Allocated by the EAP office after submission)

ENDANGERED ARCHIVES PROGRAMME

PRELIMINARY APPLICATION 

Q1	Principal Applicant

Family name

 FORMTEXT      
First Name

 FORMTEXT      
Title (Dr, Mrs, etc)

 FORMTEXT      

Contact address (postal address)








 FORMTEXT      

Email

 FORMTEXT      



Q2	Type of project

 FORMCHECKBOX     Pilot project		 FORMCHECKBOX     Major research project


Q3	Title of project: (not more than 20 words)
 FORMTEXT      




 FORMTEXT      


Q4	Period for which support is sought:	
(state number of months)
 FORMTEXT      


Q5	Proposed start date:  (dd/mm/yy)	

 FORMTEXT      

						
Q6	Amount requested (£): 

Q7	Current position

Title of current post

 FORMTEXT      


Name of employing institution 

 FORMTEXT      


Q8a	Do you have an attachment to an institution that will be administering the award? 

	
 FORMCHECKBOX 	Yes -	go to Q9

			OR

Q8b	Will you be an Independent Researcher?

 FORMCHECKBOX 	Yes - go to Q10   



Q9	Host Institution


Q9a	Name and address of the host institution (which will receive the grant funds and administer the award)
 FORMTEXT      












	Q9b	Is the host institution willing to support your application?		Yes	 FORMCHECKBOX    	
		

Q9c     Are you employed by the host institution?



Yes
  
No

Q9d	If No, please provide a full justification for this institution to administer the award  


 FORMTEXT      














Go to Q11



Q10	Independent Researcher
	Only to be completed if you do not have a Host Institution to administer the grant funds
Current occupation

 FORMTEXT      





	Q10a 
	




	

Q10b	Summary of career to date, including key research achievements

 FORMTEXT      

















 	
	
Q10c	List any research grants awarded, detailing the name of the awarding body, title of project, 	amount awarded and start to end dates of award.

 FORMTEXT      













	Q10d	Are you willing to accept the British Library as institutional guarantor
		and to abide by its procedures and requirements? 				Yes	 FORMCHECKBOX     


Q11	Previous applications
	
Q11a  Has this application, or similar, previously been considered for
           funding by the Endangered Archives Programme?


Yes
 FORMCHECKBOX 
No
 FORMCHECKBOX 

Q11b   If Yes, please provide the EAP reference number

 FORMTEXT      
                
   Q11c   Please state how this application differs from the original

 FORMTEXT      









   Q11d   Please list any previous EAP awards you have been engaged in and indicate your role

     









Q12	Archival partner
	Please provide details of the local archives or similar institution you have approached/are intending to 	approach


Name of archive

 FORMTEXT      
Address



 FORMTEXT      














	Has the archival partner already agreed to support the project?	 FORMCHECKBOX    Yes

										 FORMCHECKBOX    Not yet




Q13	Budget Summary
Please provide a summary of your budget under the following headings:
 


£ sterling

Salaries


 FORMTEXT      
Equipment


 FORMTEXT      
Travel & subsistence


 FORMTEXT      
Other costs


 FORMTEXT      
Total


 FORMTEXT      



Q14	Description of the archival material

Q14a	What is the material?

     






	Q14b	Where is the material located and what is its physical condition?

     










	Q14c	Why is the material endangered?

     














Q15	Importance of the archival material

	Q15a	What is the age of the material?

(The material should date from a ‘pre-industrial’ or ‘pre-modern’ period of that society, unless it is of exceptional vulnerability and significance)
     












	Q15b	Why is the material important for scholarship?

     















Q16	Pilot projects only

If you are applying for a pilot project, please explain why you have chosen this particular material and the information on which your proposal is based 

     






Q17	Project description

Please provide a detailed description of the work that will be carried out during the project. Suggested word count for this answer: 500-1000 words. Do not exceed the space provided.

You must bear in mind that all digital material created during your project must be able to be made available online through the British Library website.

     
























































































Q18	Please state how you found out about this Programme. If on the internet or through a newsletter, please specify which website or newsletter


 FORMTEXT      




 

Q19	Tick this box to indicate that you and potential partners understand the rights implications of this material being made available on line	
													   Yes

Q20	OPTIONAL. You may use the space below to add an image (max size 1MB) that demonstrates the need for your proposed project. 


     



































 

